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“The JCPOA negotiations showed Iran’s 
inclination to interaction and dialogue.” 

Gholamhossein Shafei
President of Iran Chamber of Commerce, 
Industries, Mines & Agriculture (ICCIMA)
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“The West is working more closely 
with Iran, and more people are 
coming to Iran with more Iranians 
also traveling abroad.” 

Clement Cappello
Founder & CIO of Sturgeon Capital
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“There are more than 3,000 
knowledge-based companies 
in Iran, with young, educated, 
and talented experts.”

Dr. Mansour Moazami
Deputy Minister of Industry, Mine 
and Trade & Chairman, Industrial 
Development & Renovation 
Organization of Iran (IDRO)
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Direct-reduced iron is a critical 
piece of Iran’s goal to become a 
major player in steel exports.

Freed from sanctions, Iran has 
started the process of updating 
outdated infrastructure.
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Iran is still finding its feet in the post-sanctions era, while foreign firms 
remain cautious amidst mixed messages from the US. But despite 
challenges, growth has returned to the republic.

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

GDP (USD BILLIONS)
SOURCE: THE WORLD BANK

282,463
291,52

378,196

335,415

369,66
380,192

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

CURRENT ACCOUNT TO 
GDP (%)
SOURCE: WWW.CEICDATA.COM

6.3

2.4

3.8
4.4

7

10.6

6.1

GDP PER CAPITA (2016)

USD5,805.61

INFLATION (2016)

5.75%

ran’s economy expanded 6.4% in 
2016, with a now unshackled oil and 
gas sector able to return to growth 
quickly the moment sanctions were 

lifted. The non-oil sector of the economy, in 
contrast, is expected to post moderate growth in 
the upcoming years as it continues to rejoin the 
global economy and reach fuller levels of foreign 
investment. The balance between curbing infla-
tion and increasing liquidity to spur the econo-
my will be a challenge moving forward, but the 
general mood is one of optimism for the future; 
the IMF’s projections expect growth to stabilize 
at 4.5% over the medium term.

Iran’s reentry into the global oil and gas com-
munity post sanctions could not have come at a 
more awkward time. Having seen exports of the 
good stuff drop by almost half under sanctions, 
and being sustained only by exports to Asian 
markets including India and China, Iran was 
keen to ramp up production as soon as able and 
by May 2016 was pumping more than 3.64 mil-
lion bpd, its highest rate since 2011, and export-
ing 2.6 million bpd, at a time when OPEC was in 
discussions to cut production, which occurred 
later in November 2016. Iran, then, was allowed 
to continue ramping up production with a target 
of 4.7 million bpd by 2021, and briefly reached 3 
million bpd of exports in February 2017, a figure 
that had not been seen in over 30 years.

Often overlooked is Iran’s well-developed 
industrial matrix, with the automotive sec-
tor somewhat of a jewel in its crown. It is the 
country’s second-largest industry following 
hydrocarbons and accounts for close to 4% of 
GDP, employs nearly 5% of the workforce, and 
makes up just under 20% of its industrial out-
put. Annual production currently sits at under 
1 million units, but the authorities hope to see 
that figure reach 3 million units by 2021, with 
one-third destined for export. A strengthening 
middle class, it is hoped, will snap up the re-
mainder, including a mix of local and foreign 
brands—the government has issued certificates 
to foreign automakers allowing them to open 
sales offices in the country, while stating that 
local automakers will continue to represent at 
least 50% of production. The domestic market 
is currently dominated by two local brands, 
namely Iran Khordo and SAIPA, which as of 
2015 held approximately 47.45% and 34.48% of 
the market, respectively. Potential partnerships 
and ventures with Renault, Citroën, and Kia 
have also hit headlines.

Elsewhere, Iran’s vast mineral wealth has al-
lowed the country to build a strong steel and 
pipes industry. The government is working to 
put the industry on track to become the globe’s 
sixth-largest steel producer by 2025.

Petrochemicals have also not escaped atten-
tion, but the sector serves to highlight the level 
of investment Iran needs if it is to reach its po-
tential. The National Petrochemical Company 
(NPC) is hoping the country can increase output 
of chemicals to USD70 billion over the next 20 
years. To achieve this, the NPC says the coun-
try requires up to USD10 billion in industry in-
vestments. Some prospects are already on the 
horizon. Companies among the likes of BASF, 
Shell, and Total have held discussions with their 
Iranian counterparts in regards to creating joint 
venture companies. The American Chemical So-
ciety’s magazine, Chemical & Energy News, re-
ported in early 2016 that the NPC announced it 
is in discussions with BASF to build a major pet-
rochemical facility in the country; the potential 
project could result in as much as USD4 billion 
in investments.

One major stumbling block for Iran is funding, 
with international banks, especially European 
institutions, still weary with some among their 
ranks still reeling from punitive US fines.

Today, the domestic banking sector is in flux, 
with the Iranian government working a series 
of reforms aimed at improving the long-term 
health and prosperity of the sector. Islamic 
lending, new electronic banking practices, and 
improved international relationships will be 
the commercial banking sector’s main focus-
es, while the Central Bank of Iran will continue 
working to curb inflation while still increasing 
liquidity and overall health in the financial in-
dustry. Another sector to watch is agriculture, 
which remains the source of income for more 
than 30% of the population despite having de-
clined in significance in recent decades. The 
government hopes to boost self-reliance mov-
ing forward, a move that could help it hedge 
against oil price fluctuations.

Despite not currently being high on the buck-
et list of many Western travelers, according to 
the World Travel and Tourism Council, Iran is 
expecting to see the tourism sector contribute a 
total of approximately USD31.5 billion to GDP 
in 2017. This is up from USD30.4 billion in 2016. 
In a decade, total contributions to GDP are ex-
pected to hit an all time high, reaching USD52.6 
billion in 2027. ✖

I
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T I M E L I N E

THE BUSINESS YEAR IN IRAN

FEBRUARY 2017 
During the official state visit to Iran of Sweden’s Prime Minister, 
Stefan Löfven, the two countries agree on cooperation on 
a number of issues, including higher education, science and 
technology, and telecommunications.

JUNE 7, 2017 
Two terrorist attacks are simultaneously carried out at the 
Mausoleum of Ruhollah Khomeini and the building of the Iranian 
Parliament, killing 18 individuals and injuring 52.

AUGUST 5, 2017 
President Hassan Rouhani is sworn in for his second term 
in front of Members of Parliament and foreign dignitaries. His 
proposed cabinet is all but one approved by the Iranian Parliament 
on August 20.

APRIL 2017 
The World Bank publishes a positive outlook on Iran’s 
economy, in which it reflects on a strong recovery in 2016 and 
projects moderate growth rates at slightly over 4%.

JANUARY 8, 2017 
Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, the fourth President of Iran 

between 1989 and 1997, dies at the age of 82. Three days of 
national mourning are announced over his death, and on 

January 10 millions of Iranians attend his state funeral.

MAY 19, 2017 
The incumbent President of Iran, Hassan Rouhani, wins the 

presidential elections by a large majority, with the support 
from the people for his vision of opening up Iran to the rest of 

the world.

JULY 2, 2017 
The first major investment in Iran’s oil and gas sector since the 
lifting of sanctions is sealed, as Total from France and CNPC 

from China sign a deal worth USD4.8 billion to develop phase 
11 of the South Pars gas field, the largest gas field in the world.

March 21, 2017 
Iran celebrates the arrival of the year 1396 on the Iranian 
calendar. In his Nowruz message to the nation, Ayatollah 

Khamenei congratulates the Iranian people on Nowruz and 
names 1396 "The Year of Economic Resistance, Production and 

Job Creation."

The investor community is looking warmly upon Iran’s opening up, while presidential elections put the 
stamp on the nation’s trajectory.
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TBY talks to Abdyldaev Erlan 
Bekeshovich, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs of the Kyrgyz Republic.

16 
TBY talks to Dr. Mohammed 
Sanusi Barkindo, Secretary 
General of OPEC.

14 
Dr. Hassan Rouhani, President of 
the Islamic Republic of Iran.

12 

I
ran has had no 
shortage of com-
plex diplomatic sit-
uations to navigate 

in recent years. Successful 
negotiations over its nuclear 
program led to the elimina-
tion of cumbersome econom-
ic sanctions in early 2016, 
but tensions remain over its 
military actions in the region. 
Iran’s size and oil wealth have 
long made it one of the Mid-
dle East’s leading powers, but 
these same qualities have led 
to ideological and diplomatic 
conflicts with its Arab neigh-
bors and the Western world. 
The passage of the nuclear 
deal demonstrated Iran’s 
willingness and ability to find 
diplomatic solutions to major 
issues, but there will likely be 
more hurdles in the future. 

SANCTIONS
Iran’s history of sanctions 
from Western powers dates 
back to the Iranian revolution 
in 1979, with the US freez-
ing billions in Iranian assets 
and banning oil imports in 
response to an incident at 
the US Embassy. Diplomat-
ic relations between the two 

Iran has looked to the East in recent 
years, working closely with Russia to find 
solutions for complex regional issues and 
forming new development pathways with 
the Chinese government.

The lifting of sanctions in 2016 marked a great step forward for Iran’s 
relationship with the Western world, but lingering tensions still threaten 
the economic and diplomatic progress that has been made.

THE WAY FORWARD
countries were severed soon 
after and have remained tense 
in the four decades since. 
Additional US sanctions in 
the mid-1990s put further re-
strictions on investment in 
Iran, but the rift between the 
Islamic Republic and much 
of the Western world reached 
a new level in the early 2000s 
due to conflict over its nucle-
ar program. Iran claimed that 
its uranium enrichment pro-
grams were for nuclear power 
plants, but Western concerns 
about the transparency of the 
program led to investigations 
by the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA), which 
discovered no evidence of a 
nuclear weapons program 
but found Iran in violation of 
international reporting stan-
dards, which led to sanctions 
from the United Nations Secu-
rity Council. Over the next few 
years, waves of US- and UN-
backed sanctions prevented 
Iran from importing arms and 
prevented Iranian institutions 
associated with the military 
from accessing assets in for-
eign banks. 2012 brought the 
most severe round of sanc-
tions yet, with the EU and US 

Image: Reuters
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announcing an embargo on Iranian oil exports 
and prohibiting all transactions with Iranian 
financial institutions, effectively cutting off 
Iran from the global banking system. Iran’s 
economy had withstood earlier economic 
sanctions with a minimum of disruption, but 
these final sanctions, combined with a drop in 
the price of oil, sent the economy into a tail-
spin. According to the World Bank, Iran’s GDP 
contracted by 6.6% in 2012 and 1.9% in 2015 
after a decade in which GDP growth had only 
dipped below 4% during the global economic 
slowdown in 2008-2009.

The signing of the Joint Comprehensive Plan 
of Action (JCPOA) is the most significant diplo-
matic event in Iran’s recent history. After almost 
two years of negotiations, Iran reached a deal 
with the P5+1 countries (US, UK, France, Chi-
na, Russia, and Germany) to restrict its nuclear 
activities in exchange for the lifting of almost 
all economic and military sanctions. Under the 
deal, Iran will reduce its uranium stockpile by 
98% for 15 years reduce the number of centri-
fuges installed at nuclear enrichment sites, and 
redesign a reactor so that it is no longer capable 
of producing weapons-grade plutonium. It will 
also be subject to regular inspections from the 
IAEA, with the threat of an immediate return of 
UN sanctions for 10 years if it is found to be in 
violation of any part of the deal.

The immediate result of the deal is the end 
of sanctions. Iran’s well-developed oil indus-
try was immediately able to resume operations 
and returned to pre-sanctions production and 
export levels by early 2017. More significantly, 
however, the JCPOA marked a thaw in the long-
standing frosty relationship between Iran and 
Western powers. Rhetoric between Iran and 
the Western world had become increasingly 
charged in recent years, with Iran’s positions on 
Israel, its nuclear program, and the right way to 
combat terrorism in the Middle East becoming 
flashpoints for incendiary language from both 
sides. With the most recent round of sanctions, 
tensions had led to concrete economic conse-
quences on the health and stability of the re-
gion, an outcome that nobody involved wanted. 
As such, the JCPOA represents a global under-
standing that diplomatic solutions to conflicts 
are still the best option. The distance between 
Iran and the West is still far from fully resolved; 
despite seven IAEA reports in the 18 months 
since the implementation of the JCPOA in Jan-
uary 2016, the US has expressed concerns about 
whether Iran has upheld its part of the deal, 
leading to international doubts about whether 
it will attempt to void it. The EU, however, has 
expressed public support for keeping the deal, 

a positive indication that the international com-
munity values the agreement.

Elsewhere, Iran’s foreign relationships can 
be split into two main groups: the Arab world, 
where competing spheres of influence and 
longstanding cultural tensions continue to gen-
erate conflict, and the wider global community, 
which is eager to tap into the potential of the Ira-
nian market. In the Middle East, Iran has long 
found itself in conflict with Saudi Arabia; as the 
region’s wealthiest and most powerful Shia and 
Sunni-majority countries, the two states have 
sought to influence regional politics and sup-
port their allies in neighboring states to further 
their goal of becoming the undisputed leader of 
the Arab world. In recent years, this has led to 
proxy conflicts with both sides lending military 
support to their favored allies. In the Syrian civil 
war, Iranian forces have supported the govern-
ment of Bashar Al Assad while Saudi Arabia has 
provided funding and weapons to rebel groups 
looking to overthrow one of Iran’s main allies. 
More recently, a similar dynamic is at play in 
Yemen, where the Saudi-allied government was 
overthrown by Houthi rebels; Saudi Arabia has 
accused Iran of supplying the Houthi rebels 
with arms in an attempt to weaken Saudi influ-
ence in the Arabian Peninsula, but Iran has de-
nied any link between the two.

Elsewhere, however, Iran has worked to form 
new partnerships with leading non-Western 
countries to spur economic development and 
increase stability in the region. Russia, for exam-
ple, has become one of Iran’s closest allies due 
to their many shared goals in the region; the two 
have worked closely on resolving the military 
conflict in Syria, coordinating responses to gas 
and oil markets, and developing new transpor-
tation infrastructure to create new economic 
flows between the two countries. Partnerships 
with Russian firms were critical to the Iranian 
aviation and military sectors in the midst of 
the Western-imposed sanctions, and now that 
the Islamic Republic is free to make significant 
financial commitments again, the relationship 
between the two countries appears likely to be 
one of the biggest beneficiaries. China, too, has 
become a significant Iranian diplomatic part-
ner. Chinese leaders announced plans in 2017 
for its One Belt, One Road development initia-
tive, which aims to construct freight and trans-
portation infrastructure throughout Asia to 
better connect the continent and establish new 
trade links. Due to its geographic importance, 
Iran stands at the center of this plan, and the 
Iranian government has expressed its interest 
in working with China to develop the necessary 
infrastructure for the project. ✖

The signing of the 
Joint Comprehensive 
Plan of Action 
(JCPOA) is the most 
significant diplomatic 
event in Iran’s recent 
history.
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I N S I D E  P E R S P E C T I V E

Employment is the most im-
portant issue of our country, 
and unemployment can be a 
major problem for our soci-
ety and country. A collective 
effort to create jobs in the 
country is essential. The total 
number of employed peo-
ple in Iran in 2013 was 21.3 
million people, a figure that 
has now reached 23 million. 
In the last two years, 700,000 
net jobs were created, though 
we are far from meeting the 
entire demand. The Resistive 
Economy Headquarters have 
provided loans for 17,000 in-
dustrial units. Growth in the 
agriculture sector was 5.9% in 
2016. Non-oil goods exports 
reached USD32 billion in the 
final nine months of 2016. The 
final part of our commitments 
under the Joint Comprehen-
sive Plan of Action (JCPOA) 
will be finalized on its anni-
versary.

We honor our commit-
ments under the JCPOA and 
hope that the other side does 
so as well. We hope to witness 
economic growth in all coun-
tries, especially those we have 
interactions with. The result 
of the JCPOA is a win-win sit-
uation that is beneficial to all, 
and I hope all countries are 
able to witness its positive 
results in the coming years. I 
have no doubt the JCPOA was 
the largest achievement of the 
great Iranian nation. Negoti-

Dr. Hassan Rouhani was 
born on the November 12, 
1948 in Sorkhe (Semnan 
province, Iran). He is a 
lawyer and a Muslim cleric. 
Prior to his election as 
President of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran in August 
2013, Dr. Rouhani was 
the Representative of 
the Supreme Leader to 
the Supreme National 
Security Council and a 
Member of the Assembly 
of Experts, being the head 
of the Political and Social 
Committee. He holds a 
PhD in constitutional law 
from Glasgow Caledonian 
University (UK) and has 
published around 100 books 
and scientific papers.

BIO 

Dr. Hassan Rouhani, President of 
the Islamic Republic of Iran.
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ating with six world powers re-
sulted in a great achievement 
and we reached a conclusion 
which no one can claim Iran 
lost out. Iran did not deceive 
the negotiation partners. We 
said from the first day of ne-
gotiations that this agreement 
would be a win-win situation.

The JCPOA has been com-
pletely implemented and ex-
ecuted. In the nuclear sector, 
we have operationalized ev-
erything we wanted; current-
ly, we have imported 200 tons 
of Yellow Cake and will import 
another 120 tons. We have 
signed a contract to purchase 
200 airplanes, which was im-
possible without the JCPOA. 
Purchasing airplanes does not 
impose expenses on the pub-
lic budget of the country. The 
18-year repayment of the air-
plane sale indicates the global 
community’s trust in Iran.

Our enemies and oppo-
nents promoted Iranophobia, 
introducing Iran as a threat 
to the world. Today, however, 
countries globally acknowl-
edge the significant role Iran 
plays in the region. In the res-
olution of the Security Council 
on Syria, Iran’s positive role in 
combatting terrorism in the 
region was acknowledged. 
Today, helping Iran in its nu-
clear sector is on the agenda 
and this means that different 
European countries and Rus-
sia are helping us produce fuel 

for our reactors, as well as oth-
er nuclear sectors, which leads 
to growth and progress in our 
nuclear sector.

We have spared no effort 
in helping countries combat 
terrorism and we will contin-
ue to do so. In Yemen, Syria, 
and other countries that face 
crises, the ultimate solution 
is diplomacy. I hope the As-
tana Meeting represents a 
major landmark for the re-
gion. In the field of diploma-
cy, we have been active and 
are in touch with Syria, Rus-
sia, Turkey, and other coun-
tries in the region in this re-
gard. A tripartite relation was 
formed between Iran, Russia, 
and Turkey, along with Syr-
ia, and these countries have 
been able to take great steps. 
We hope the people of Syria, 
Iraq, Yemen, Bahrain, Libya, 
and other countries that are 
struggling with problems will 
be safe and secure, and that 
stability will be established in 
the region. In general, the cur-
rent conditions of the region 
are positive, though we have 
a long way to go to reach full 
security.

I feel deep sorrow over the 
terrorist attack in Turkey in 
December 2016. Such inci-
dents show that terrorists have 
no mercy on anyone and this 
virus will infect everyone, un-
less we can confront and elim-
inate the virus. I am pleased 

we have extraordinary securi-
ty in our country. I thank all 
the armed and security forces 
for the extraordinary security 
they have provided the Irani-
an nation. People should play 
a role in the realization of 
citizenship rights. We should 
promote unity and brother-
hood instead of defamation 
and slander. ✖
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Dr. Mohammad Sanusi 
Barkindo was appointed 
to a three-year term as 
Secretary General of OPEC 
in August. He was educated 
at Ahmadu Bello University 
in Nigeria and Southeastern 
University in the US. He has 
a postgraduate diploma 
from Oxford University.

BIO 

How is Iran performing in its 
efforts to develop in a way that 
balances global overcapacity, 
whilst also allowing Iran to 
re-enter the world market?
Iran’s full return to the glob-
al oil market has been a wel-
come one. The country is a 
founding member of OPEC, 
it has vast hydrocarbons po-
tential and excellent man-
power, and its production 
and exports will evidently be 
integral to the future stabili-
ty of an expanding global oil 
market. In September 2016, 
I met with the Honorable 
President of the Islamic Re-
public of Iran, HE Dr. Hassan 
Rouhani, as well as HE Eng. 
Bijan Namdar Zanganeh, 
Iran’s Minister of Petroleum. 
HE Dr. Rouhani told me that 
Iran had suffered greatly un-
der sanctions and it was vital 
for the country to make up 
for its lost oil production, 
but he also underscored that 
OPEC has a responsibility to 
restore market stability, and 
that Iran would continue to 
support these endeavours. 
The proof of this came with 
the historic production ad-
justment decisions taken by 
OPEC and non-OPEC on No-
vember 30 and December 10, 
2016, with Iran and HE Zan-
ganeh playing constructive 
and vital roles in achieving 
the consensus decisions re-

TBY talks to Dr. Mohammed Sanusi Barkindo, 
Secretary General of OPEC, on the importance 

of Iran’s full return to the global oil market and 
the country’s efforts to develop a sustainable 

energy sector.

global GIANT

quired to help bring forward 
oil market rebalancing and 
return sustainable market 
stability. I remain assured 
that Iran remains fully com-
mitted to the decisions tak-
en by OPEC and non-OPEC 
countries at the end of 2016.

Which foreign expertise and 
strategies would best help 
Iran develop a sustainable en-
ergy sector?
Iran has the third-largest 
oil and the second-largest 
proven gas reserves in the 
world. It is a hydrocarbons 
giant, with tremendous op-

portunities for cooperation 
between Iranian companies 
and multinationals. How this 
evolves is a matter for the 
Iranian government and the 
Petroleum Ministry; howev-
er, there is no doubt than its 
longer-term development 
will depend on greater coop-
eration with international oil 
companies. I hope Iran will 
be able to reach agreements 
that satisfy all parties, one 
that enables Iran to expand 
its production and exports 
over time. This will not only 
be vital to Iran, but the global 
oil industry as well. ✖
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C H A B A H A R  P O R T  F O C U S

LOCATED ON IRAN’S southern shore, 
near the Iranian-Pakistani border, construc-
tion of Chabahar Port started in 1981 during 
the Iran-Iraq War. The intention to build the 
port had been there for some years, but the war 
spurred Iran to put things in motion in a bid to 
shift trade interests eastward and become less 
vulnerable to airstrikes from Iraq. The current 
post-sanctions era is the stage of the port’s next 
phase of development and is driven by geopo-
litical incentives as well, but Iran is in a more 
comfortable position now. As India witnesses 
how China is strengthening its foothold in the 
region, it is keen on countering China’s growing 
presence. With the signing of the China-Paki-
stan Economic Corridor in 2015, China pledged 
considerable investments in Pakistan’s Gwadar 
Port. While India seeks access to Afghanistan’s 
mineral reserves and consumer market, Paki-
stan denies India transit rights. More than just 
another hostility between two longtime foes, 
this issue sustains the economic dependency 
of Afghanistan on Pakistan, as its number-one 
trade partner. As Afghanistan’s repeated re-
quests to allow India transit rights have been 
futile, Iran’s Chabahar Port has been identified 
as the most suitable route to bypass Pakistan. 
However, albeit Iran’s only oceanic port, its 
capacity is rather limited and investments are 
needed if its strategic role is to be enhanced.

The May 2016 trilateral transit agreement be-
tween India, Afghanistan, and Iran was a mean-
ingful display of regional diplomacy. India was 
more than happy to facilitate Afghanistan in 
curtailing its trade dependency on Pakistan. 
At the same time, Iran could show it is back in 
business, welcoming President Modi and Pres-
ident Ghani to Tehran, and presenting itself as 
a regional leader capable of engaging its part-

A WIDE BERTH

Conflicting geopolitical interests in the region are enabling Iran to vastly 
expand and develop Chabahar Port. In a complex proxy play where the 
stakes are high, Iran is at the receiving end of much-needed foreign 
investment in its infrastructure.

ners. Separate bilateral negotiations resulted in 
a set of agreements over Indian investments in 
Chabahar Port and its railway link to Afghani-
stan. Under the agreements, India is to devel-
op two terminals and five berths with an initial 
capital investment of over USD85 million. India 
will operate these facilities on a 10-year lease 
with annual revenue expenditures of nearly 
USD23 million. It also promised to assist with a 
USD150 million credit to Iran’s Ports and Mari-
time Organization and a USD400 million credit 
line for the import of steel rails to develop a rail-
road between Chabahar and Zahedan, at the 
border with Afghanistan.

Almost one year after the agreements, the an-
nouncement of the completion of the upgrades 
is expected at any moment. Yet, some hitches 
have hampered the process along the way, with 
delays and back-and-forth squabbling over the 
status of the USD150 million credit. The elec-
tion of Donald Trump has been perceived as 
another fly in the ointment, as India seemed 
to be awaiting clarity over the future of US-
Iran relations before committing further to its 
investments in Iran. However, recent develop-
ments indicate that progress forthcoming. In-
dian officials have revealed that they are in the 
process of selecting the private firm that will 
operate Chabahar Port and that Afghan cus-
toms personnel are currently being trained in 
India. While China is steadily continuing with 
its investments in Pakistan’s Gwadar Port and 
the CPEC, India cannot afford to lay low. It is 
fair to assume this sense of urgency is shared 
by Iran. It is in serious need of investments and 
will not risk the derailment of one of its corner-
stone diplomatic projects. Despite the bumpy 
road, positive developments may be expected 
shortly. ✖
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Kyrgyzstan and Iran this year 
celebrate their 25th anniver-
sary of diplomatic ties. What is 
your assessment of the devel-
opment of diplomatic relations 
between Kyrgyzstan and Iran 
over this time?
Kyrgyzstan and Iran have had a 
close friendship, including his-
torical and cultural ties, since 
ancient times, and these are a 
solid ground for modern Kyr-
gyz-Iranian relations. Iran was 
among the first countries in 
the world to officially acknowl-
edge Kyrgyzstan's indepen-
dence. Diplomatic relations 
between the two states were 
established on May 10, 1992. 
The Embassy of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran in Bishkek 
opened on October 21, 1993, 
and the Embassy of the Kyrgyz 
Republic in Tehran opened in 
May 1996. On May 10, 2017 
Kyrgyzstan and Iran celebrat-
ed the 25th anniversary of 
bilateral diplomatic relations 
between the two countries. It 
should be acknowledged that 
this is a historical and signifi-
cant milestone in the history of 
Kyrgyz-Iranian relations. Kyr-
gyzstan and Iran have always 
based their relations on fun-
damental principles of inter-
national law, mutual trust, and 
respect. The number of mutu-
al visits on all levels have in-
creased lately. The official visit 
of the President of the Kyrgyz 
Republic to Iran in September 
2015, and the official visit of the 
President of Iran to the Kyrgyz 
Republic in December 2016, 
boosted further development 
of bilateral relations.

The trade volume between Kyr-
gyzstan and Iran almost dou-
bled in the last year. How do you 

Abdyldaev Erlan 
Bekeshovich was born in 
1966 and graduated from 
the Moscow State Institute 
of International Relations. 
He started his professional 
career at the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs of the USSR. 
Later, he became Deputy 
Director of the Department 
of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of the Kyrgyz Republic 
and Deputy Minister of 
Foreign Affairs. From 2001 
to 2005 he was the Kyrgyz 
Ambassador to China, 
Mongolia, Singapore, and 
Thailand. After serving as 
Director of the Institute of 
War and Peace in Kyrgyzstan, 
he was appointed as Minister 
of Foreign Affairs. He has 
the diplomatic rank of 
Ambassador Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary of the 
Kyrgyz Republic, and speaks 
Kyrgyz, Russian, Chinese, 
and English.

BIO 

TBY talks to Abdyldaev Erlan Bekeshovich, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
of the Kyrgyz Republic, on 25 years of diplomatic ties with Iran and 
areas of cooperation. 

since ancient times 

reflect on this increase and on 
the remaining obstacles to bilat-
eral trade?
Trade turnover between the 
two states is indeed showing 
a growth trend. However, we 
are in no way satisfied with 
these numbers. According to 
our data, trade turnover in 
2016 reached only USD14.78 
million, while in 2015 it was 
USD8.14 million. These num-
bers are still low. At the same 
time, Kyrgyzstan and Iran 
have huge potential in terms 
of economic collaboration. Ac-
cording to our estimates, the 
optimal level of bilateral trade 
should be around USD200-300 
million a year. Increasing trade 
turnover is on the top of the 
agenda of the Kyrgyz-Iranian 
bilateral collaboration. I would 
like to specifically highlight 
that attention is now being 
paid to implementing prior ar-
rangements that were reached 
in the course of leaders’ visits 
in 2015 and 2016. These visits 
became a strategic platform 
for progress regarding all Kyr-
gyz-Iranian relations including 
those in trade and economy.

Iran and Kyrgyzstan have re-
cently signed a MoU on inten-
sifying the ties between the 
two countries and promoting 
trade and economic relations. 
In which areas do you see the 
greatest potential to enhance 
economic relations between 
Kyrgyzstan and Iran?
The long-term cooperation 
program between the Kyrgyz 
Republic and Iran for 2016-
2026 was adopted in Bishkek 
during the official visit of Pres-
ident Rouhani in December 
2016. Kyrgyzstan has big hopes 
for approval of this diversified 
cooperation program that is 
a solid base for development 
and intensification of our bi-
lateral relations. Within the 
framework of the program, 
the parties intend to actively 

cooperate in political, trade 
and economic, cultural, and 
humanitarian areas, as well as, 
among others, healthcare, ed-
ucation, tourism, and security. 
We are interested in imple-
menting joint economic proj-
ects, first of all in sectors such 
as transport, communications, 
processing, agriculture, ener-
gy, food, and light, to diversify 
areas of collaboration between 
our countries. To achieve these 
aims the Kyrgyz-Iranian inter-
governmental Commission for 
Trade, Economic, and Scientif-
ic Cooperation is increasing its 
activity, which is an important 
mechanism.

How can Iran contribute to the 
development of the hydroelec-
tric power sector in Kyrgyzstan?
Hydropower is the leading seg-
ment of Kyrgyzstan’s national 
economy, and we successfully 
collaborate with quite a few 
countries in it. As for the partic-
ipation of Iranian companies 
in this sector, opportunities for 
bilateral cooperation are being 
studied. There is a joint Ener-
gy Committee of the Kyrgyz 
Republic and Iran, led by the 
State Committee on Industry, 
Energy, and Subsoil Manage-
ment on the Kyrgyz side, and 
the Ministry of Energy on the 
Iranian side. The committee 
had its first sitting in March 
this year. Cooperation in the 
energy sector, existing energy 
capacities of the Kyrgyz Re-
public, hydropower resources, 
and opportunities for renew-
ables in particular were dis-
cussed during the sitting. Cur-
rently, we are studying various 
energy projects  are hoping 
their joint implementation will 
begin in the near future.

How can Kyrgyzstan and Iran 
work together in promoting re-
gional stability and security?
The modern world is facing 
unprecedented threats and 

challenges in terms of interna-
tional, regional, and national 
safety. Kyrgyzstan is a peaceful 
country and is in favor of sole-
ly peaceful ways of resolving 
all the conflict issues—at the 
meeting table and guided by 
principles and standards of 
international law. The Kyrgyz 
Republic and Iran actively co-
operate in matters of regional 
stability and safety within the 
framework of various interna-
tional and regional organiza-
tions. Regarding bilateral co-
operation, there is a contract 
and legal base between the two 
countries to which relevant in-
stitutions of the states refer. In 
general, we are satisfied with 
the level of bilateral coopera-
tion in this area. ✖
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TBY talks to Mehrdad Fakher, 
Chairman of the Board of 
Fakher Holding.

24 
The government’s privatization 
policies have led to a blossoming 
of firms.

23 
TBY talks to Gholamhossein 
Shafei, President of Iran Chamber 
of Commerce, Industries, Mines & 
Agriculture (ICCIMA).

19 
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Iran’s government has struggled 
to increase investment and manage 
inflation, but its full-fledged return to 
the global banking system should allow 
it to acquire the new investment needed 
to expand oil production and develop its 
industrial sector.

he story of the Ira-
nian economy in 
recent years has 
been the imposi-

tion of sanctions linked to the 
country’s nuclear program. 
Long at odds with Western 
leaders, 2012 saw the arrival 
of the most severe sanctions 
yet; the US and European 
embargoed Iranian oil ex-
ports and froze Iranian access 
to foreign assets, shutting it 
off from the global financial 
system. At the same time, oil 
prices started to drop sharply 
due to oversupply and dimin-
ishing demand from devel-
oping markets, depriving the 
Iranian economy of its prima-
ry revenue source at the mo-
ment it was needed most. As 
a result, the economy took a 
predictable hit; after a decade 
of growth, GDP per capita fell 
for four consecutive years. 
2015’s figure of just under 
USD4,957 per person was 
down from USD7,842 in 2011 
and well below the MENA av-
erage of USD7,350. Inflation 
rose, the deficit increased, 
and development stagnated 
due to the lack of access to 
foreign investment.

The good news, though, is 
that the worst appears to be 

Once freed from sanctions, Iran’s oil industry quickly returned to full 
capacity, giving the economy an immediate boost. Going forward, 
development of its non-oil sectors will be a priority, and major 
investment deals with China and other foreign leaders should help the 
sector along its way.

UNSHACKLED
past. In 2015, Iran came to a 
deal to dismantle major parts 
of its nuclear program in ex-
change for the lifting of most 
sanctions. Implemented in 
early 2016, the agreement let 
the Islamic Republic re-enter 
the global economy, allow-
ing for oil exports, access to 
foreign currency reserves, 
and new deals with Western 
firms. The benefits of the 
deal have already been felt. 
The economy rebounded 
to post growth of 6.4% after 
contracting by almost 2% in 
2015. Most of this came from 
the oil sector, which, as a fully 
mature industry, was able to 
rebound quickly the moment 
sanctions were lifted. The 
non-oil sector of the econo-
my, in contrast, is expected to 
post moderate growth in the 
upcoming years as it contin-
ues to rejoin the global econ-
omy and reach fuller levels of 
foreign investment. The bal-
ance between curbing infla-
tion and increasing liquidity 
to spur the economy will be 
a challenge moving forward, 
but the general mood is one 
of optimism for the future; 
the IMF’s projections expect 
growth to stabilize at 4.5% 
over the medium term.

Image: Sazeh Pardazi Iran 
Consulting Engineers Co.
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As the country’s primary source of revenues 
and most developed industry, Iran’s petro-
leum industry is at the heart of the nation’s 
economy. As OPEC’s second-largest export-
er before the imposition of sanctions, the 
loss of access to the European and American 
markets in 2012 led to a drop in oil revenues. 
Crude oil exports dropped to just 1.4 million 
bpd in 2014. Exports to Asian markets such as 
China and India kept the industry afloat, but 
volumes dropped too as those countries in-
creased their imports from alternate sources 
in order to comply with the sanctions. When 
sanctions were lifted, the industry wasted no 
time in returning to pre-sanction output lev-
els. By May 2016, Iran was pumping more than 
3.64 million bpd, its highest rate since 2011, 
and exports had risen from 1.1 million bpd 
in December 2015 to 2.6 million bpd. While 
the rest of OPEC cut production in Novem-
ber 2016 to counteract the oversupply that 
has brought oil prices down, Iran was allowed 
to continue ramping up production to 3.8 
million bpd. 2017 saw the sector continue to 
grow, reaching heights that it had not attained 
in years. In late February, Iran briefly reached 
3 million bpd of crude exports, a figure that 
had not been seen in over 30 years. Exports to 
the EU have risen to pre-sanctions levels, and 
Iran has additional plans to continue ramping 
up production; government officials have said 
that the goal is to have total capacity of 4.7 
million bpd by 2021. Infrastructure improve-
ments to loading terminals and partnerships 
with foreign firms to develop new oil fields are 
the key to the government’s plans for expan-
sion, and all indications are that it will be able 
to reach these goals.

NON-OIL
Elsewhere, the non-oil industry is working to 
meet its full potential. Non-oil growth was at 
just 0.9% in the 2016/17 Iranian year, as the 
sector struggled with high levels of unemploy-
ment and inflation and low access to credit. 
Diversifying the Islamic Republic’s economy 
and making non-oil industry a more robust 
part of the export profile has long been one 
of the Iranian government’s main goals, but 
the loss of oil export revenue and the barriers 
to international investment placed upon the 
industry by sanctions have made this diffi-
cult in recent years. Now, however, there are 
promising signs that non-oil trade could be 
on the way up. Non-oil exports rose by 3.58% 
YoY in the 2016/17 Islamic year; natural gas 
and gas byproducts made up the majority of 

these exports, but the industrial sector also 
saw signs of new growth with increase in min-
eral exports, textiles, and metals. Moving for-
ward, major road and housing infrastructure 
projects are expected to be a driver of growth, 
producing new development and employ-
ment via investment agreements with foreign 
governments. 

There has been strong interest from western 
investors eager to invest in the Middle East’s 
second-largest economy, and Iran’s govern-
ment has no shortage of opportunities for 
growth. Iran’s housing market, for example, 
has dealt with undersupply issues since the 
end of the most recent oil boom, and the gov-
ernment sees increasing the stock of afford-
able housing as one of the most fundamental 
issues facing the economy. Acquiring foreign 
investment to fund new construction projects 
would lower the cost of housing, create a ma-
jor new source of employment, and improve 
the government’s fiscal position by allowing 
it to move away from the costly state-funded 
housing projects it has been using as a devel-
opment model. Transport, too, looks to be one 
of the main pillars of Iran’s revitalization. The 
country’s Central Asian location and long-
standing transport routes make it a key part 
of intercontinental rail transport routes, and 
major economic powers have wasted no time 
in signing deals to upgrade existing railways 
and construct new ones. China, for example, 
considers Iran one of the centerpieces of its 
plans to form new economic transport routes 
throughout Asia and the Middle East. In July 
2017, China’s Export-Import Bank signed a 
USD1.5 billion deal to electrify a high-speed 
Iranian rail, adding to a list of more than USD9 
billion in rail and industrial projects that it is 
currently funding. Similar deals are already in 
place with Russia and Turkey, a sign of how 
the region is betting on Iran’s recovery. ✖

Non-oil growth was at just 0.9% in the 2016/17 
Iranian year, as the sector struggled with high levels 
of unemployment and inflation and low access to 
credit. Diversifying the Islamic Republic’s economy 
and making non-oil industry a more robust part of 
the export profile has long been one of the Iranian 
government’s main goals.
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TBY talks to Gholamhossein Shafei, President of Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines & 
Agriculture (ICCIMA), on facilitating its members’ activities, improving the country’s international 
business climate, and the growing interest from foreign investors.

international
STANDING

Through which structures does 
ICCIMA serve its members?
ICCIMA is the largest official 
organization in Iran working 
under the laws passed by the 
Iranian parliament. Currently, 
there are over 19 specialized 
commissions consisting of 
elites from various economic 
sectors who offer consulta-
tion services to the board of 
directors. Experts gather sug-
gestions, plans, and issues for 
economic growth and offer 
them to the members of the 
board of ICCIMA. These plans 
will later be suggested to three 
main branches of Iran: parlia-
ment, the government, and 
judiciary. Moreover, ICCIMA 
has more than 200 econom-
ic formations with different 
fields of activity. We have an 
arbitration center to handle 
disputes among our members 
and also take care of interna-

Gholamhossein Shafei 
received his bachelor’s 
degree in industrial 
management from Tehran 
University. He is the 
President of ICCIMA since 
September 2016 and among 
other positions also serves 
as Board Chairman of Nar 
Afshan Food Industries Co., 
Chairman of Iran National 
Saffron Council and 
Managing Director of Shafee 
Co., which he founded in 
1987. He has been named 
Exemplary Producer of 
Iran three times. Also, 
he is the author of four 
publications on the political 
and investment status of 
Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, and Japan.

BIO 

tional economic disputes and 
discussions. The formation of 
a public-private sector dialog 
council was one of the best 
and most innovative of our 
activities during the past three 
years. It enables dialog about 
the economic problems and 
issues of Iran, and provides a 
platform for suggestions that 
can boost Iran’s economy and 
enhance its network of inter-
national relations. The cham-
ber covers 34 province cham-
bers and is an active branch 
of the International Chamber 
of Commerce. Every member 
of ICCIMA has an activity card 
that certifies the company is 
allowed to engage in interna-
tional business activity. The 
main purpose of ICCIMA is to 
facilitate the members’ activi-
ties.

What are the main goals under 
the 10-Year Vision, which was 
proclaimed in 2009?
One of the goals of ICCIMA 
is to improve its own posi-
tion within the Iranian gov-
ernment and to boast its in-
ternational standing as well. 
Internationally, we achieved 
some of our goals and will 
soon reach a desirable po-
sition in the international 
economy. As a representative 
of its members, the cham-
ber is determined to pave the 
way for the Iranian economic 
structure and to prepare the 
appropriate climate so that its 
members can participate in 
the various economic areas. 
We play an effective role in 
enhancing domestic business 
competitiveness at the region-
al, national, and international 

level. In addition, we promote 
the economic and social sta-
tus of Iranian economic ac-
tivists, entrepreneurs, and 
ICCIMA members. We hope 
to improve our international 
business climate ranking in 
the near future.

What has been the impact of the 
lifting of sanctions on ICCIMA 
and its members so far, and 
which sectors will particularly 
benefit moving forward?
The JCPOA negotiations 
showed Iran’s inclination to 
interact and have dialog. We 
strongly believe that all issues 
can be solved through negoti-
ations. The deal brought Iran 
into a new international sit-
uation. The signing of JCPOA 
lifted a heavy block from 
Iran’s economy and opened 
new gates to international 
interactions. We had serious 
banking problems before that 
are going to be solved soon. 
We have seen eye-catching 
progress already in the finan-
cial and transport sectors and 
a reduction of economic risks. 
After the signing of JCPOA, 
we received many interested 
foreign delegations, and their 
high demands created prob-
lems for us in the beginning. 
An important point to men-
tion is that the international 
market does not only have 
direct economic expectations 
of investments in Iran. With 
Iran’s geographical position 
and its penetration rate in the 
regional economic markets, 
Iran would be a great and 
secure path to reach other 
markets in the region, such 
as Central Asia, the Caucasus, 

Iraq, and some parts of India 
and China. We also have sev-
eral huge but incomplete proj-
ects in Iran, which are seeing 
great enthusiasm from inves-
tors from all over the world. 
These projects have great po-
tential and the government 
has motivational plans for 
them. Currently, everyone is 
aware that the price of energy 
in Iran is low and it is easy to 
find young and educated peo-
ple. This can be counted as an 
attraction for investors. Geo-
graphically, Iran is located in 
an insecure area. Yet, it is one 
of the safest countries in the 
region and this can be an ad-
vantage to economic investors 
as well. ✖

Covers 34 
province 
chambers and is 
an active branch of 
the International 
Chamber of 
Commerce
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TBY talks to Dr. Mehdi Fazli, CEO of Golrang Industrial Group (GIG), on the company’s 
market leadership, its wide-ranging activities, and its efforts to be among the 500-largest 
corporations worldwide.

TRAILBLAZER 

Dr. Mehdi Fazli, the CEO 
of GIG, is the son of the 
great Haj Karim Fazli, 
who founded the very first 
company of this multi-billion 
dollar group back in 1972. 
He studied business and 
financial management at 
PhD level and joined the 
group in 1993. Under his 
entrepreneurial leadership 
inspired by his father’s 
character and thoughts, 
the group has created 70 
companies and 40 brands in 
various business segments 
over the period of 25 years 
and has enjoyed exceptional 
growth in revenues and 
value creation.

BIO 

How do you assess the contribu-
tion of GIG to the country?
In our 50-year history, our 
tradition of ingenuity and 
promoting entrepreneurial 
values has driven continuous 
improvement and our growth 
reflects the energy and inno-
vation that GIG has applied 
to identify and utilize new op-
portunities. GIG is a privately 
owned family business. The 
public recognizes us via our 
sustainable development, 

market leadership, trusted 
brands, and a commitment 
to our ethical and social re-
sponsibilities. In 1989, GIG 
had 34 employees and sold 
around USD1 million. Today, 
we have more than 16,000 
people working at GIG, and 
our sales are around USD2 
billion, which illustrates the 
incredible growth over the 
past decades. Annually, our 
workforce has grown by more 
than 25%. We are a market 
leader in certain categories of 
personal care, home care, and 
cosmetics. Moreover, we have 
been able to achieve market 
leadership in certain catego-
ries of the business segments 
that GIG has recently entered. 
GIG manages more than 40 
brands and, as a holding com-
pany, owns and manages over 
70 companies. Altogether, our 
14 strategic business units sell 
over 1 billion product units 
per year in 80 product cate-
gories. We manage the largest 
distribution channel in Iran 
with six distribution compa-
nies, and manage, own, and 
sell our products in over 1,300 
cities in Iran and around the 
world.

In which sectors are your activ-
ities concentrated?
GIG has a diversified port-
folio of business segments. 
We are involved in personal 
care, fabric and home care, 
and the cosmetics and beau-
ty segment. We also have ac-
tivities in food and nutrition, 
including edible oils, chewing 
gum, and canned food. In the 
pharmaceuticals industry, we 
founded an investment com-
pany, Golrang Pharmaceutical 
Investment Co., which serves 
as a holding company for six 
subsidiaries that take care of 
our pharmaceuticals busi-
ness, from R&D to production 

and distribution. Another im-
portant business segment is 
retail sales and distribution. 
We have a chain of nearly 700 
retail stores called Ofogh Ko-
roosh Chain Stores (OK). In 
2018, we will have 1,000 OK 
stores. GIG is also involved in 
construction. We have built a 
commercial complex called 
Kourosh Mall that includes 
over 500 retail stores, a cin-
ema complex with 14 halls 
and more than 3,000 seats, a 
family entertainment center, 
a food court, and kids clubs. 
Kourosh Mall is 1.3 million 
sqft in size and has around 1 

million visitors per month on 
average. Energy and mining 
is another important sector 
for GIG and Iran in general. 
In 2008, we founded a hold-
ing company, Middle East In-
vestment Mahd Group, which 
manages 25 companies in var-
ious segments of oil, gas, and 
mining. It has different types 
of projects ranging from small 
to large. We also own various 
mines, including copper, zinc, 
and lead mines. We are at the 
stage where we have done 
the studies and are looking to 
start exploitation, subject to 
our cost-benefit analysis. We 
want to see our efficiency at 
the highest level.

Your vision is to be among 
the 500-largest corporations 
worldwide by 2025. What is 
your strategy for achieving this 
goal?
GIG’s vision is to be among 
the 500-largest corporations 
in the world by 2025. Currently 
the group’s consolidated reve-
nue is just over USD2 billion. 
To reach our goal, our revenue 
needs to be around USD30 
billion. We will achieve this 
by continuing our growth fig-
ures of the past 10 years. GIG’s 
income growth has been at-
tractive thanks to our on-time 
investments during the last 
decade, with an average an-
nual growth rate of 35%. In 
the last five years, our average 
annual income growth rate 
was 38%. Our compound an-
nual growth rate over the last 
10 years has been over 30%. 
To remain on track we have 
to grow even higher within the 
upcoming years. It is not easy 
achieving this level of growth; 
however, we are confident 
that with the tireless efforts of 
our colleagues and the right 
leadership we will get there 
within the next eight years. ✖

16,000 
employees and 
sales of around 
USD2 billion

Manages more 
than 40 brands 
and as a holding 
company owns 
and manages over 
70 companies

Sells over 
1 billion product 
units per year 
in 80 product 
categories
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TBY ANALYTICS IRAN 2017
TBY Analytics reviews all of the interviews conducted for The Business Year: Iran 2017 and 
examines trends and sentiment among the country’s business leaders.

LIFTING SANCTIONS

DOING BUSINESS IN IRAN

The below graph denotes our interviewees’ most commonly mentioned benefits and challenges 
to doing business in Iran:

35% of our interviewees discussed the impact of the lifting of sanctions on Iran’s economy during their 
interviews. These were the most commonly mentioned impacts:

29%

39%

46%

11%

4%

14%

STRENGTH OF HUMAN RESOURCES

ACCESS TO EXPORT MARKETS

ABUNDANCE OF RESOURCES

SAFETY AND STABILITY

ROOM FOR FURTHER INVESTMENT

DIVERSIFIED MARKET

15%

21%

26%

28%

10%

10%

10%

COMPLICATED BUREAUCRACY AND EXCESSIVE RULES & REGULATIONS

UNCERTAINTY OVER US-IRAN RELATIONS

LACK OF INFRASTRUCTURE

HIGH LEVELS OF UNEMPLOYMENT

UNSTABLE NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES

DIFFICULT TO DO INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS

HIGH-RISK MARKET REPUTATION

52% Increased interest among foreign investors 

43% Iranian companies are able to strengthen their international partnerships

9% Banking operations and payment procedures are getting easier

8% ICT and technology 

19% Energy and power infrastructure

19% Transport infrastructure

13% Industry and manufacturing

13% Petrochemicals

13% Finance

A number of sectors were highlighted by interviewees as the key benefactors of the lifting of sanctions.

We strongly believe that all the issues can 
be solved through negotiations. The deal 
brought Iran into a new international 
situation. The signing of JCPOA lifted 
a heavy block from Iran’s economy 
and opened new gates to international 
interactions.

Gholamhossein Shafei
President of Iran Chamber of Commerce, 
Industries, Mines & Agriculture (ICCIMA)
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GAPS IN INFRASTRUCTURE

OVERSEAS MARKETS

29% of our interviewees discussed the types of infrastructure needed by the Iranian market. These 
were the most commonly mentioned infrastructure needs:

44% of our interviewees told us about their business operations outside of Iran. 
These were the most commonly mentioned export markets:

Tourism

Energy and power

Railways

Water and utilitiesAviation

Ports

0

10%

20%

40%

30%

E. ASIA, PACIFIC,  
& OCEANIA

Pakistan 21%
Afghanistan 24%
India 17%

China 14%
Indonesia 10%
Japan 7%
Malaysia 7%

Iraq 34%
 Oman 24% 

UAE 14%
Syria 10%
Qatar 3%

Algeria 3%
Bahrain 3%

Canada 7%

E. EUROPE  
& CENTRAL ASIA

Turkey 17%
Turkmenistan 17%
Azerbaijan 10%
Armenia  7%
Russia  3%

AFRICA

S. ASIA

MENA

Senegal 7%
Nigeria 3%
Ethiopia3%

W. EUROPE 

Germany 21%
France 10%

Italy 10%
UK 7%

Switzerland 3%
Greece 3%



FINANCIAL FUTURES 

FINANCE

83% of our interviewees in the finance chapter discussed the gaps in Iran's capital markets.

61% of our interviewees are positive about development in Iran’s capital markets. The below graph illustrates their reasons 
for optimism:

Technical operations

International standards

Transparency

Need to improve image of Iran

Financial infrastructure

Financial awareness and education

Lack of investment

According to 53% of our interviewees in the chapter, technical problems such as opening bank accounts and transferring money 
back and forth are still a major issue in the capital markets. These should be solved to create a good environment for foreign 
investors. 

45% of our interviewees expressed that there have been improvements in the regulatory framework and Iran’s economic 
situation, and are praising government plans to create an environment for foreign investors and international banks to enter Iran.

According to 47% of the interviewees, the Iranian banking system is still far from implementing international rules and 
regulations. Iran needs to adopt global standards in finance. 

67% of our interviewees are investing in finance technologies to keep up with global trends.

44% 

39% 

22% 

22% 

16% 

16% 

11% 

38%

19%
6%
Africa

East Asia

West Asia

81%

Europe

89% of our interviewees are looking forward to opening new branches 
overseas. These are the regional breakdown of their preferences:  

 DONALD TRUMP EFFECT

China, India, Greece, and Italy were the most frequently 
mentioned countries.

•  17% of our interviewees discussed 
the impact that the election of 
Donald Trump had on their business. 

•  According to that 17%, political 
tensions between the US and Iran 
and the election of Donald Trump 
brought uncertainty and hesitancy 
to the market, and many clients 
adopted a "wait-and-see" attitude 
that resulted in slowed investment.  

11% Reducing inflation rates

22% Improvements in regulatory framework

22% Diversifying funding resources

55% Strengthening of financial infrastructure

A policy has been put into place that intends 
to direct short-term working capital needs 
to the banking sector, while long-term needs 
are to be referred to the capital market. Due 
to Iran’s capital market efforts to use new 
financial instruments, we expect to see the 
market play a more decisive role in the near 
future.

M. Reza Sarafraz Yazdi  
CEO of Agah Group

THEBUSINESSYEAR



STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS - ENERGY
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80% of our interviewees in the energy chapter are looking forward to finding strategic partnerships 
for one or more of these reasons:

1 2 3
For financing 
their projects

For reaching
advanced technologies

For easy access to 
international markets

85% of our interviewees in the Energy and Green Economy chapters are positive about the future of the 
energy sector and development of renewable resources. These were their reasons for optimism:

Iran's new access to international markets

Large renewable energy sources

Strong human resources and cheap workforce

The country has the second-largest natural 
gas reserves and the third-largest crude oil 

reserves in the world 

18%

27%

45%

18%

These are the types of projects our interviewees in the Energy & Green Economy chapters are 
investing in:

RenewablesUtilities and water 

10%

20%

30%

Exploration and production

Transport downstream

LubricantsConstruction

Petrochemicals
40%

0%

Iran, as the holder of the world’s largest gas reserves and the fourth-largest oil producer, is focusing on 
magnifying its potential and is seeking to attract investors in the exploration and development of its 
hydrocarbon fields.

Amir Rostami Safa
Managing Director of SAFA Rolling & Pipe Mills Co.
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This year marks the 25th anni-
versary of CFZO. How do you 
assess its contribution to the 
internationalization of Iran over 
this timespan?
This is indeed the 25th year 
of CFZO, but we are at a turn-
ing point in our existence. In 
the past, Chabahar was only 
a free zone with the goal of 
providing services and infra-
structure for the member so-
cieties under Chabahar. We 
supported employment and 
small businesses in the region; 
today, the perspective of Cha-
bahar has truly changed. The 
Supreme Leader of Iran has 
prioritized the development 
of the Mokran shores, a huge 
project in the region. In addi-
tion, the government focuses 
on development of the east 
and south of Iran, and Cha-
bahar lies at the crossroads of 
these two areas. After the lift-
ing of sanctions, the interna-
tional community can again 
use Chabahar to connect 
East Asia to CIS countries and 
Eastern Europe. In the future, 
Chabahar will be an increas-
ingly important connection 
point for the entire world that 
will link the important mar-
kets of South and Central Asia, 
CIS countries, and Africa.

What are your competitive ad-
vantages over other free zones?
The most important free 
zones today are all active in 
the Persian Gulf region. How-
ever, instability concerns have 
made investors change their 
minds and they now seek al-
ternatives. We are the only 
important free zone outside 
the Persian Gulf region, which 
is an important advantage. 
There are certain free zones in 
the south of the Gulf of Oman; 
however, these do not have 
the market behind them that 
we have. The main advantage 
of Chabahar is that it is the 
easiest, fastest and safest way 

Abdolrahim Kordi was born 
in 1979 and is an economist 
specialized in developing 
economics. He has worked 
as an expert in country 
planning and the budget 
department. He then moved 
to the private sector, where 
he worked mainly in the 
areas of investment and 
economic consulting. In 
2015 he was appointed 
to the Board of Directors 
of CFZO and as Deputy 
Managing Director for 
Economic and Investment 
Affairs. In 2016 he was 
appointed as Chairman of 
the Board of Directors and 
Managing Director of the 
organization.

BIO 

TBY talks to Dr. 
Abdolrahim Kordi, 
Chairman of the 
Board & Managing 
Director of Chabahar 
Free Trade – Industrial 
Zone Organization 
(CFZO), on 25 years in 
business, competitive 
advantages, and plans 
for the future. 

THE PLACE to be
of connecting CIS countries 
and Afghanistan to free wa-
ters. Traders can benefit from 
our location and reduce the 
costs of transportation.

How do you assess plans to 
improve land transportation 
routes from Chabahar?
Due to policy changes, the 
focus for the development of 
Iran is now on the east of the 
country. The starting point 
is Chabahar, and from here 
connections with Turkmeni-
stan and CIS countries to the 
north of Iran will be improved. 
The first step in infrastructur-
al development is the port of 
Chabahar, which is perhaps 
the most vital construction 
project in Iran today. In the 
last four years the capacity of 
the port has increased from 
2.5 million tons per year to 8.5 
million tons currently. In the 
next 10 years it will reach 85 
million tons and become the 
largest port in the region. The 
first phase is almost complete 
and planning is underway 
for the second phase. For the 
development of phases three 
to five, we are negotiating 
with different companies and 
countries. The railway link 
from Chabahar to Zahedan, 
on the border with Afghani-
stan, is already 20% complet-
ed, and the next step is to link 
this railway from Zahedan to 
Mashhad. The whole project 
will vastly reduce transporta-
tion time to CIS countries and, 
hence, costs. It will change the 
rules of the game.

What is your outlook for the year 
ahead?
We concentrate on produc-
tion line development and 
seek to complete the chain 
of products in the different 
fields that we have focused on. 
SMEs that are labor and ener-
gy intensive in particular have 
great prospects for developing 

production chains in Chaba-
har, since we have skilled la-
bor and cheap energy. In the 
next year we expect to com-
plete production chains for 
petrochemicals, steel, food 
processing, and especially the 
fishing industry. Moreover, we 
expect to make progress with 
the development of hotels, 
housing, and entertainment 
facilities to attract more inves-
tors to Chabahar. Rules and 
regulations within free zones 
in Iran conform to WTO 
standards, and there are no 
adjustments that need to be 
done. Chabahar is a gateway 
to four continents and 1.5 
billion consumers. Investors 
also get added value in the 
form of rebates from customs 
duties. Investors that export 
their goods to the mainland 
can enjoy exemption from 
customs duties to the added 
value thereof in the free zone. 
If they transport their goods 
via Chabahar they receive 
discounts on road tolls and 
cheaper fuel. One of Iran’s 
advantages is the price of en-
ergy, and investors seeking 
markets in this region cannot 
find a better place than Cha-
bahar in terms of costs. We 
also plan to develop our in-
frastructures through PPPs. ✖

25th 
anniversary of 
CFZO

Number of 
companies 
registered 
increased 400% 
in past 4 years
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F O C U S  J O B  C R E A T I O N

AS HE ADDRESSED both the people and 
policy-makers, the Supreme Leader named 
this year "The Year of Economic Resistance, 
Production and Job Creation.” In the year of 
presidential elections, his guidelines have cer-
tainly not fallen on deaf ears.

The 1979 Islamic Revolution was followed 
by a baby boom that persisted for the better 
part of a decade. The country’s new leadership 
pursued an agenda of population growth and 
reinforced its vision by rewarding families with 
financial incentives for each additional child. 
In 1988, when the Ministry of Health and Med-
ical Education concluded a seminar with the 
recommendation to implement family-plan-
ning and birth control policies, Iran’s popula-
tion had nearly doubled.

Over time, the bubble in Iran’s demograph-
ics shifted from infants to adolescents, and 
now the generation has found itself confront-
ed with the limits of Iran’s economic inflex-
ibility. In the first decade of this century, the 
children of the 1980s were knocking in droves 
on the doors of universities. Now, they are in 
dire need of jobs. In recent years, youth unem-
ployment has increased to an unsettling rate of 
30%. Among graduates, the problem is partic-
ularly pressing, with unemployment standing 
at 41%. The growing economic participation 
of women is an engine for growth in the long 
term, but adds to the unemployment rate Iran 
faces at this moment. 

President Hassan Rouhani has certainly not 
sat back since he took over office in 2013. Hav-
ing generated around 630,000 jobs in the past 
Iranian year and around 2 million during his 
first term as President, he finds Iran among the 
top-five countries worldwide in terms of job 
creation. But, as each quarter over 300,000 Ira-
nians—most of them university graduates—
enter the labor market, his efforts have been 
perceived as sticking plaster on a wooden leg. 

Some have come to Rouhani’s defense 
even as unemployment proves to be one of 
the central themes in the heated presidential 

YEAR OF JOB CREATION

Inspired by the Supreme Leader’s New 
Year address and the infusion of foreign 
investment, Iran’s unemployed remain 
hopeful for meaningful job creation and 
improved economic development as the 
country integrates into the global economy.

election campaigns. The administration of 
his predecessor, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, is 
said to have concealed the emerging unem-
ployment problems. By promoting universi-
ty enrollment rather than stimulating the job 
market, unemployment rates were artificially 
held low. With universities as shock absorbers, 
unemployment was postponed for the future 
administration to address. Yet, to the millions 
of young Iranians without a job, the question 
of who is to blame is of little importance. Rath-
er, they want to see concrete measures that 
can improve their situation, and they will feel 
supported by the New Year’s appeal of the Su-
preme Leader. 

As the country is watching to see if Rouhani 
can deliver on the promises of his reelection, 
there is no doubt the president is determined 
to achieve meaningful results. He has recog-
nized job creation as the top priority for his 
second term and announced a national ap-
prenticeship initiative. This plan is currently 
piloted in two provinces and will be laid out 
nationwide in early 2018. However, the scale 
of the challenge that Iran is faced with will 
require a more comprehensive plan, one that 
could very well already be in place. Rouhani 
has pointed out that the key to tackling unem-
ployment is attracting around USD140 billion 
in foreign investments to modernize its com-
modity industries as well as the transportation 
and ICT sectors. These investments could en-
able Iran to extend the value chain of its raw 
materials and trigger an increase in non-oil 
exports. 

The integration of Iran in the global econo-
my has been Rouhani’s lodestar. Thus far, the 
cornerstone of his political legacy is his signa-
ture under the JCPOA, also know as the Iran 
nuclear deal. With investments increasingly 
flowing into the country, Rouhani is on the 
way to reaping benefits of his first term’s main 
accomplishment. This year may really become 
the year of economic resistance, production, 
and job creation. ✖
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B 2 B

How did you develop as a com-
pany?

ABBAS SAMIMI Around 11 years 
ago, the government launched 
several privatization policies to 
boost the share of the private sec-
tor in Iran’s economy, which had 
been rather limited at the time. 
This resulted in the establish-
ment of several holding groups, 
Iran Investment Company being 
one of them. Although we have 
been operating for only 11 years, 
our shareholders have a lot of 
experience in industrial projects, 
manufacturing activities, and 
the management of large enter-
prises. This helps our company 
enter into investments in large 
projects. We are always looking 
for positions in the country that 
suit our name; we are not look-
ing to take part in every sector of 
the economy, solely the domains 
in which we see competitive ad-
vantages, such as power plants 
and the petrochemical industry. 
We would like to enter areas that 
can create additional value com-
pared to the production of raw 
materials. We provide a good 

AHMAD KARGAHI
Managing Director 
& Member of the 
Board, Tuka Foolad 
Investment Co.

ABBAS SAMIMI
Managing Director & 
Member of the Board, 
Iran Investment 
Company

The government’s privatization policies have led 
to a blossoming of firms that have done well for 
themselves and their domestic shareholders.

INVESTMENT

opportunity for investors and 
distribute the returns of these 
investments back to our share-
holders and investors.

AHMAD KARGAHI Tuka 
Foolad Investment is a sub-
sidiary of Mobarakeh Steel 
Complex and was established 
in 1989. At that time, Mobar-
akeh and its personnel were 
the only shareholders. Later, 
when Tuka entered the stock 
exchange in 2002, the shares 
became available to Iranians. 
Currently, about 30% of the 
shares belong to Mobarakeh, 
our major shareholder. The 
second-largest shareholder is 
SATA Investment Company, 
the investment arm of the So-
cial Security Organization of 
the Armed Forces, which owns 
about 14%. Saba Tamin Com-
pany, a subsidiary of the Social 
Security Organization of Iran, 
owns about 11%. Furthermore, 
about 21,000 individuals own 
shares of Tuka through the 
stock exchange. Also, Saman 
Bank and Ansar Bank both have 
considerable stakes.

What are your main activities?

AS Petrochemical Commercial 
Company (PCC) was estab-
lished 27 years ago and got its 
start when almost all the pet-
rochemical companies were 
owned and supervised by the 
government-owned Nation-
al Petrochemical Company 
(NPC). Upon privatization, 
there was no commitment by 
newly privatized companies to 
market their products through 
PPC. It has an extensive sales 
network which petrochemical 
producing companies are not 
in a position to compete with 
at the moment. We are trying 
to find a way to interact with 
the producers to export higher 
value-added products. We are 
focusing on this company with 
a long-term plan: to diversify 
its activities and produce pet-
rochemical products alongside 
marketing of such products. 
We are trying to avoid selling 
raw materials, and our focus is 
on exporting higher value-add-
ed products. In the short term 
our strategy is to increase our 
market share and expand our 
sales network.

AK Tuka Foolad Investment Co. 
is a holding company engaged in 
several businesses, but rail trans-
portation is our main one. We 
have a few companies in charge 
of transporting all the ore and 

raw material from the mines to 
the Mobarakeh Steel Complex 
site. We transport about 10 mil-
lion tons of iron ore per year by 
wagons through railways. We 
have another company in rail 
transportation that carries the 
products of Mobarakeh Steel 
Complex by rail to customers 
in different provinces of Iran. 
Through this business, we own 
about 5,000 railway wagons. We 
also carry copper for the Iran 
National Copper Industries 
Company. Besides rail transpor-
tation, we are involved in road 
transportation and have a com-
pany in charge of carrying trail-
ers. We also manage contract-
ing companies that are mainly 
involved in construction, EPC 
projects, or operating industrial 
plants. They are also in charge 
of environmental projects. An-
other important activity of Tuka 
is production, for which we 
have 10 factories. One of these 
galvanizes coil from Mobar-
akeh or overseas. Another of our 
companies, Tuka Paint, produc-
es industrial paint for the coat-
ing factory of Mobarakeh and 
is one of our best-performing 
firms. We recently took it public. 
We also have a production com-
pany that manufactures indus-
trial rubber and rubber parts. 
Tuka also has a finance division, 
though it is limited to buying 
and selling stocks on the stock 
exchange. ✖
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What is your strategy regard-
ing the diversification of Fakher 
Holding, and which sectors are 
of particular interest?
In addition to the activities 
in which some of our subsid-
iaries are currently involved, 
such as office furniture, dec-
oration, and branded cloth-
ing, we intend to adopt and 
develop a forward-looking 
strategy toward diversifying 
our products and services 
in as many relevant busi-
ness sectors as practically 
possible. To meet current 
and future market demands, 
this strategy should certain-
ly contain elemental factors 
to expand, in particular, the 
operations of Tipax and TPX. 
For this purpose, we have to 
move toward the creation of 
a perfect business ecosystem 
with a capacity for new in-
vestments. Since Tipax is the 
first private post operator in 
Iran, we will apply the most 
advanced technology in each 
business sector in order to 
achieve a high market share 
in courier and postal ser-
vices and enhance our com-
petitiveness with pioneering 
international firms such as 
DHL. It is important to keep 
pace with the latest market 
trends, needs, and customer 
expectations, and we will do 
so by recruiting and training 
human resources equipped 
with knowledge, skills, and 
expertise.

TBY talks to Mehrdad Fakher, Chairman of the Board of Fakher Holding, on diversification of 
activities, increasing the firm's footprint abroad, and competing with global companies.

GLOBAL expansion
With the signing of JCPOA, the 
opportunity has arisen to ex-
pand your operations abroad. 
What steps have you taken to 
increase Fakher Holding’s foot-
print abroad?
We hope and sensibly expect 
that this deal will provide 
excellent opportunities for 
trade to flourish at local and 
global levels by changing the 
present economic climate. 
As such, we contemplate 
the concept of our dynam-
ic presence in regional and 
global markets with empha-
sis on high service quality, 
competitive prices, after-sale 
services, and more active 
participation in internation-
al forums and exhibitions. 
To this end, we plan the de-
velopment of our communi-
cations networks inside and 
outside the country. More 
notably, the first bold step 
has been taken by creating a 
trading company in London 
and Dubai. Today, Tipax is 
doing global business, and 
the aim is to expand it rapidly 
to become a top-performing, 
world-class postal service 
and logistics provider in the 
region.

How will Fakher Holding capi-
talize on the growth of e-com-
merce in the future?
E-commerce in Iran is still 
in its infancy. Fakher Hold-
ing has predicted some new 
business models in its survey 
that are hinged on the mar-
ket potential and our proven 
track records. The current 
Iranian market is right and 
suitable for deeper involve-
ment in e-commerce, which 
needs secure and express 
transport services to satisfy 
customers’ demands. Tipax 
is one of our major subsidiar-
ies and has substantial capa-
bilities in this particular sec-

tor. Thus, Fakher Holding has 
contemplated e-commerce 
as one of its strategic goals 
by focusing on the upgrade 
of the logistics sector as the 
main facilitator. E-commerce 
has had tremendous positive 
impacts on the expansion, 
development, and growth of 
our courier services and has 
yielded productive results in 
customers’ growing demand 
and increase in the volume 
of shipments as well as the 
growth rate in the B2C sector.

How do you view the potential 
of Tipax to compete with global 
industry leaders?
Tipax has started to broad-
en and diversify its range of 
services and has accordingly 
nurtured the 3PL approach at 
the level of executive direc-
tors. It is worth mentioning 
that Tipax initially included 
provision of logistics ser-
vices as a response to market 
needs and customization. 
Currently, plans are under-
way for more investments to-

ward full attainment, and we 
may use the successful mod-
els initiated and experienced 
by the credible international 
companies as a benchmark 
for future expansion of our 
logistics sector. Today, it is an 
undeniable fact that provi-
sion of logistics services and 
the creation of a proper sup-
ply chain are requirements of 
any activity in international 
trade and are regarded as the 
main tools for achieving an 
organization’s goals. Tipax is 
backed by more than half a 
century of experience in pri-
vate logistics and courier ser-
vices. It has great potential to 
become a pioneering com-
pany in the Middle East and 
even far beyond, and to com-
pete with the world’s leading 
logistics companies. ✖

First private 
post operator in 
Iran

Developing 
international 
business via 
establishment 
of companies in 
London and Dubai
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